
New Construction Villa Torremuelle
Benalmdena , Alicante , Costa del Sol

€1,650,000
inc. of agency fees

4 Beds 142 sqm

New Construction Villa Torremuelle
for sale on Costa del Sol.

At a Glance

Reference MSH-CA68717

Bed 4

Near to Alicante

Pool Yes

Price €1,650,000

Hab.Space 142 sqm

Land Tax N/A

Property Description

New Construction Villa Torremuelle for sale on Costa del Sol.

NEW BUILD VILLA IN BENALMADENA The newly built luxury villa belongs to a unique collection of 4

exclusive villas located in one of the best and most desirable areas of the Costa del Sol. Villa Luxyry is a

fascinating dark colour and exceptionally beautiful. This shiny gem has an unmistakable halo of elegance that

makes it unique, special and one of the most appreciated. Such is this villa, which combines the exclusivity

and distinction of this pearl. Its beautiful garden with undulating lines and its infinity pool invite us to
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contemplate the sea in all its fullness. Thanks to its orientation, this villa is a perfect example of bright

spaces. Design, creativity and technology have given scope to the spaces, making them easier to use thanks to

state-of-the-art means. Wake up every day to extraordinary views of the sea, in unique sunrises where the

musical symphony of nature and sea merge in a perfect and privileged combination that only you can enjoy.

Located between the towns of Torremolinos and Fuengirola, Benalmadena is just 20 minutes from Malaga

Airport and is connected to the main areas and attractions of the coast by trains and buses. With its attractive

beaches, plenty of entertainment options and impressive marina, Benalmadena is one of the most popular

destinations on the Costa del Sol. The area adjacent to the coast is known as Benalmádena Costa. This place,

in addition to being perfectly connected to Malaga and Torremolinos, has excellent beaches, a leisure area in

Puerto Marina, a casino, golf courses, amusement parks and many activities that will make your life in the

Mediterranean an unforgettable experience.



Summary
Property type: Modern Villa

Bedrooms: 4

Price €1,650,000

Key Information
Internal Area: 142 sqm

Swimming Pool? Yes

Location: Costa del Sol
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Contact us
Contact us to receive information about our SPAIN service, or to book a phone consultation to discuss your project.
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